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SYNOPSIS 
A Study has been made of the kinetics of attack of solid copper by rnolten 
tin under norninally static and isotherrnal conditions in the temperature ranged 
frorn 2520C to 4320C. The effect of grits detached frorn solid-liquid interfacial 
alloy layer on the attacking-rate， was especially rernarkable. We call this effect 
as “Colonies effect." The attack process is shown to conforrn a general expression 
of the forrn ; 
lt_ e (log (l-x刀、!t/t" 
1" - x 
where lt = attacking depth at time t， lx= xlo = any fraction of the saturated attac-
king depth 10 at any given temperature， and tx = tirne required to reach the value 
lx for the attacking depth in solid. 
INTRODUCTION 
In spite of the seriousness of the studies on the kinetics of the dissolution of 
solid metals in liquid matals， these studies just now becarne the recent subject. A. 
G. Ward and J. W. Taylor1) studied about the kinetics of the dissolution of solid cop-
per in liquid lead and bismuth under norninally static and isothermal conditions， as 
a simplest cas巴 inwhich the solid metals did not forrn the intermtallic compounds 
with liquid metals， and found out the fact that the rate of solution was shown by 
the very sarne forrnula as in the case in which the inorganic salts dissolve into 
the water. 
When the pure inorganic salts dissolve into the water， the rate of dissolution 
is， generally， deterrnined by two processes in series， (1) the transition of individual 
atorns or rnolecules frorn the solid into the liquid phas巴 and (2) diffusion of 
solute rnaterial frorn a larninar solid-liquid boundary layer toward the bulk liquid. 
They investigated an activation energy for the dissolution process and reached to 
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the conclusions that the process (2) was the rate四 determiningstep and the slight 
discrepancy between the theory and experiment would be c且usedby the Influence 
of natural convection accompanied inevitably with this experiment. Moreov巴r，
they 巴xtended their experiment to the case of dynamic conditions2l and they 
confirmed the correctness of the opinion avove-mentioned， and they found out the 
solution rate under dynamic conditions was shown by the same formula as in the 
case under static condi tions. The dissolution of solid alloys in molten metals is 
still more complex， because， in general， th巴 solubilities of the components of th巴
solid alloy in the liquid differ and may cause the pronounced localized attack白 As
a resu1t of the precise researches following the example of the case of Au-Cu 
alloys immersεd in liquid Bi and solid Cu-Ni alloys immersed in liquid Bi and 
liquid Ag， J.D. Harrison and C. W且gner3l found out the attack of solid alloys by 
liquid metals was controlled essentially by diffusion of more soluble component in 
the solid alloy. 
The present paper is a report of a study of the kinetics of the dissolution of 
solid copper in liquid tin under nominally 社社icand isothermal conditions， at 
temperatures ranged from 2520C to 4320C， This system was selected for the foト
lowing reasons. The dissolutions are r呂ther in the sense that the pure 
solid metal dissolves in the liquid with intermetallic compound formation， and 
that this int巴rmetalliccompounds may play special role圃 Furthermore，from the 
studi巴S4)めの of hot-tining and soft soldering of copper， som日 inform呂tionis avail丘町
ble on the qualitative aspects in the attack of solid copper by liquid tin. 
EXPERIMENT AL 
Procedures and Materials: 
To investigate the rate of attack of solid metal in liquid metal， chemical 
analysis of the liquid bath is desirable as reported by Taylor2l， but this procedure 
is rather time consuming and tedious to carry OUt. Moreover， there is naturally 
a definite limit in the exactness of measured values， because of the inevitability 
of natural convection of liquid， though it is a test under static conditions， By 
this reason， we searched more brief and suitable method. After many preliminary 
experiments， we knew that it w出 th巴 mostsui table method to measure directly 
the decreasing g日 dein the weight or volume of copper図
In the early stage of the experiments， we used the cylindrical rod of copper 
as a material (8mm o x 40mm). Thereafter， to make the meas.urement simple， we 
covered the copper rode (12mmφx 20mm)， remaining one side of section uncov巴red
and immersed this rod into mo1ten tin， turning uncovered edge upward. Aftεr a 
definite period of time we took out the specimen frorn the liquid bath， elimina回
ting the excessi vεtin thoroughly. Then we measured th色 changein the length of 
this cylindrical copper test piece to know the 旦ttacked volume. Of course， we 
should use covering material not attacked by molten tin. For this purpose， it is 
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desitable to use graphite7)， however， the working up is somewhat difficu1t. 1ron 
shows the limited resistance to molten tin at the temperature below 4500C8)， but 
ironぺincompound formed at the boundary between iron and molten tin， grows 
with fixing in solid iron， and i t isnot broken5). Crow4) also used the steE'l plug 
as the standard to recognize the original surface in the experiment concerning the 
attack of copper by soft solder. Moreover， it is known that the hot-tining is 
extremely difficult， if there is a oxide-films on the metal surface9). 
By this reason， we tried to investigate the possibility of using of rnild-steel 
having oxidト filmson its surface as the covering material above mentioned， and 
we recognized that the influence due to this procedure was within the experim巴n-
tal error by the results of our experiment. 
Therefore， the large majority of ex-
periments was performed as follows: we 
resolved 60g Sn in TammanrトTubemade 
of alumina (18mm 1.D. X 100mm) and kept 
it at definite temperature. Then we 
inserted gently a t巴stpiece as shown in 
Fig. 1， turning uncovered section upward， 
and took out from a crucible after defini-
te period， and eliminated quickly tin ad-
hereing on the uncovered surface. Then， 
we measured the quantity of retrogre-
ssion by means of spherometer. The are-
as of sections of copper rocl were circle 
having cliameter of 12mm， 8.5mm， 6.9mm， 
and 6.0mm， ancl th巴 ratiosof areas were 
1: 1/2: 1/3: 1/4. Temperatures in the experi-
ment were superheat 20oC， 60oC， 100oC， 1500C 
ancl 2000C against melting point of tin. 
The general view of the apparatus was 
shown in Fig. 2， and the Tammann-Tul】e
(3) was kept in the supporting apparatus 
(4) macle of steel in orcler to maintain 
the temperature uniformly. Powder of 
graphite or charcoal was placecl on the 
upper part of molten tin (2) to prevent 
the oxiclation. Temperature was measur-
ed by lOC by means of Chromelj Alumel 
thermometer (6). Temperature control was effectecl through a Hokushin E. W. 
Type 1036 regulator， ancl the maximum t巴mperatureclifferences through each test 
were土20Cat 3320C ancl土40Cat 4320C. The temperature within the supporting 
Test-Piece 
ト8n一1
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2r= 12111， 8.5ml1， 6.9mm， 6mm 
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apparatus (4) was completely uniform within the precition of the met巴r. Soaking 
period was ranged from O. 5hr. to 350 h日.
Before test， any test piece was annealed for 5 hrs. at 450cC. The oxide-film 
was made by heating the outer side of material by means of gas-flarne. The 
uncovered edge of copper rod was polished to 05 by emery paper directly before 
the experiment. 
If the temperatur巴 israther high and soaking period is not short， the resu1t 
obtained by the method abovementioned has a precition within 5 % at worst. 
When the experimental temp色raturewas low and the soaking period was short， 
we checked by the method of weight measurement and chemical analysis. 
ln some experiments， after the process of a definit巴 period，each crucible was 
cooled down at the condition of imm巴rsionof materials in th mo1ten tin， and 
cruci bles were brok巴nafter solidification as a whole， and the longi tudinaI sections 
W巴remicroscopically observed. 
The identification of the intermetallic compounds formed betwe巳nsolid copper 
and liquid tin was done by the comparison of their diffraction pattern with that 
of th巴 preparedsamples of CU3Sn and CU6Sn5 and wi th the resu1ts descri bed in A. 
S. T. M. Diffraction Data Cards by means of X-ray diffractometer. 
As the material we used th巳 electrolyticcopper and commercial copper of high 
quality， however， the difference betwe巴nthe two was confined wi thin the experi-
mental error， and there was no recognizable difference. Therefore， a large major-
ity of experiments was done by comm巴rcialcopper and the electrolytic copper was 
used for checking purpose. Tin used in the experiments was virgin ingot supplied 
















The rates of solution of solid copper in liquid tin were determined at 2520C， 
2920C， 3320C， 3820 C and 4320C. As a repres巴ntativeresult， the attacked depth/time 
relationship obtained from Fig. 1. Type test司piecehaving 2r= 12mm are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. Fig.4 is the enlarged short period portion in Fig. 3. 
M巴tal10graphic observations showed that the intermediate compound layer 
existed in solid-liquid interface. The alloy layer was duplex， i.e. imrn巴diately
adjacent to the copper， was a band of greyish blue alloy， s巴paratedfrom the tin 
by the band of w hi te alloy， and their thickness was nearly constant in all speci-
mens irrespective of the time and temperatur局eof soking. Occupying the portion 
which was previously liquid， the small isolat巴dfragment of al10y existed here and 
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th邑re，probably det乱chεdfrom the main lay巴rduring the solution tesL Most of 
the fragments or grits existed near the solid-liquid interface， and the higher the 
immersion temperature was， the more plentiful they were. 
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The Attack of Cu by Liq. Sn 















Grits are generally made of white alloy. 
Among them existed many grits having grey-blue 
core. These ph巴nomanaare as has b巴enreferred 
to frequently in the previous investigations of 
tinned copper coatings and soft-sold巴redcopp巴r，
and their schematic appearances are shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6. These grits were not precipitated 
from liquid phase at cooling period， but were 
intermediate compound layer breaking up and 
becoming detached from copper base. Moreover， 
have no objection to conclude that the 
compound layer h1:lS not. ever become liquid 
c6ndi tion. In addi'tion， this opinioncorr巴sponds
to that of Danielsめ. According to th己 results
of X-ray analysis， the greyish blue alloy layer 
is←phase (Cu3Sn) and the white alloy layer 
is 17-phase (CU6Sn5). These results correspon-
ded to the results by Scratch聞HardnessTest of 
Crowめ， and also corresponded to the conc1usions 
by Danielsめ， Bailey and Watkins6). 
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Fig. 5 
Actually， the alloy layer is duplex， as shown in Fig. 6. 
Schematic Appearances of 
Int己rmεdiateCompound Layer and Grits 
¥V h i te
む CUOSn5(r;) 
Fig. 6 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A study has already been reported by J.羽T.Taylor et aP¥ of the kinetics of 
the solution of a solid metal in liquid metaI with no intermediate compound 
formation under nominally static and isothermal conditions. According to their 
conclusion， the dissolution followed an expression of the form : 
nt = no (1 -e-kt) 
、 、 ， ??? ?
where nt = soIution concentration at time t， no = saturation concentration at a 
fixed tempεrature， k = k，. (S/V)，ム=solution-rate constant for the prbcess at a 
fixed temperature， S = area of solid exposed， and V = volume of solvent. 
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At the beginning of this study， we tried to investigate concerning the pos-
sibility to analyse the attacked depthjtime relationship in terms of the expression 
(1)， and we knew the attack of copper by liquid tin did not act on fonnula (1) 
and k became the function of time. It must be remembered that our resul ts differ 
markedly from the experiments perfonned by Taylor et al. in the fol1owing 
points : 
( i) The intermetallic compound layer exists on the interface. 
(ii) Detached grits or“colonies" exist as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Though ( i) makes the process of the transition of individual atoms from the 
solid into the liquid phase complicate， it should finally be included in formula 
(1). Therefore， in this case it is better to think by adding condition (ii). 1n 
short， we should take the influence of detached grits existing in the molten tin， 
in other words，“colonies effect" into consideration. 
Then， formula (1) can be indicated as (2). 
ザ.1'.よ=k (no - nt) dt ( 2 ) 
Th巴 compoundlayer breaks up， and each grit grows by detaching from base metal 
and enters into molten tin， but some part of them resolves into liquid tin. The 
number of grits increases rapidly with the progress of time in the ear1y stage， 
the rate of increasement decreases according to the progress of time. Now，“colonies 
effect" is expect巴dto show the character which prevent the velocity of attacking 





ρ>0 ( 3 ) 
where p = colonies effect ind巴x.Accordingly， the time depend巴nceof k in Equation 
(2) may be modified by introducing the colonies effect of Equation (3) ; 
空竺!-=K' (no - na t-P dt ( 4) 
whereK'=proportional constant ¥vhich is independent of time， but is a function of 
temperature. Now， the attacked depth 1 is proportinal to solution concentration 
as first approximation. 
dl 函 ιニ K(lQ - lt) t-p ( 5 ) 
Where lt = attacked depth at time t， lo= saturation attacked depth at the fixed 
t巴mperature，K = apparent solution-rate constant for the process at the fixed tem-
perature， indepedent of time， but it is旦 functionof temperature， exposed solid 
ar巴aand volume of soluvent etc・-
Thus the attackecトdepthjtimerelationship est旦blishedfor the attack of th巴 solid
copper by molten tin， shown in Figs.3 and 4， were analys巴din terms of expression 
The above Equation (5) can be integrated to the form : 
log log古i=(1ーがlogt + 10.句手百
If log log (10/10 -lt) is plotted as a function of log t， a straight line with a slope 
of (1 -ρ) should be observed. Value of 10 was obtained by ca1culation using value 
no against each temperature acquired from Copper-Tin phase Diagram.10) Fig. 7 
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(5). 
( 6 ) 
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shows the validity of this formulation， ancl slope of .the lin巴 yielclsa val ue of 0.5 
for t. Solution-rate constants derived from Fig. 7 in conjunction with expression 
(5) are presented in TableII， and plots of log K against 1/1' are shown in Fig. 8， 
where T = absolute t巴mperature.
Temperature Depend乱nceof Rate Constant“K" 
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According to Fig. 8， the variation of solution-rate constant with temperature is 
of the form: 
Q 
K = Koe -RT ( 7 ) 
where Q may be t旦ken as the overall activation energy for the attack process， 
and R is the universal gas const旦nt; value of Q， calculated from Fig. 8， is8.2 X 102 
cal/moIOK. 
Attacked-depth/log. time rεlationship， calcul旦tedfrom the expression (5) and 
superimposed on the experimental points， are shown in Fig. 9. The t巴mperature
dependendence of solution-rate constant was relatively small and was not too 
much different from the expεrimental error， as shown in Table I and Fig. 8， 
we had better to say only that the solution-rate constant had a t巴ndency to 
increase with the increase of temperature. 1n other words， we should not put 
overweighted valu旦tionon the significance of Equation (7) and the value Q deri回
ved by calculation from this equation回 AsWard 註ndTaylor2) pointεd out these 
constants were actually dependent on the flow pattεrn in the system to a large 
extent， and the natural convection effects introduced through density changes 
in the liquid bath accompanying dissolution were unavoidable even in the test 
under nominally static conditions. In our experiment， this flow pattern of natural 
convection must be more complicate because of the existance of grit-collonies. 
Therefore， itis also difficult to 乱cquirethe temperature dependence of K from 
Table I and to pursue K how to change by the solid exposed area 叩 dsoluvent 
volum巴 inthe same experiments against th巴 materials (2r = 8. 5mm， 6. 9mm and 
6mm). But the resu1ts of experiments against the materials (2r = 8. 5mm， 6. 9mm 
and 6mm) were shown by Equation (5)， moreover， P = 1/2. The relationship of 
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(Fig. 1 Type Test-Piece， 2r = 12mm) 
Theoretically derived Relationship is 
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so as to eliminate the parameters K， 
9 
It is possible to rearrange expression (5) 
and obtain the reduced equation; 
Fig. 
( 8 ) 
where lt = attacked depth at time t， lx= xlo =any fraction of the saturation attac-
kecl depth 10 at any given temperature， and tx = time required for the attaked 
depth in solid to reach the value 'x.Equation (8)， in general， comes into existance 
regardless of exposed area of the materials and the quantity of molten tin， because 
t = 1/2 
1， (log(l-x)) (t/tρ1-P 
77={l-E }/Z 
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of not having K in the equ抗 ion.The theoretically derived relationship for x=O.9 
is superimposed on th色巴xperimentalpoints in Fig. 10 for comparison. 
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R巴duced幽attacked-depthjreduced -time relationships 











































A study has been made of the kinetics of the旦ttackof solid copper by molten 
tin under norninally static and isoth巴rmalconditions at tεmperatures in the rang巴
from 2520C to 4320C. The cor:clusions obtained were as follows : 
( 1). Metallogr且phicobservations showed that the duplex interrnetallic com-
pound layer existed in the solid-liquid interface. 
(2). According to X-ray analysis， immediately adjacent to copper was a band 
of Cu3Sn， separated from th巴 moltentin by a band of CU6Sn5， and their thickness 
were nearly constant irrespective of the period or ternperature of reaction. 
( 3). The compound layer broke up and dεtached from the copper base， and 
formed “grit coloniesぺ The influence of "colovies effect" on the attack司日te was 
remarkable. 
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(4). Th巴 attackprocess conformed exactly to an expression of the form: 
K バI"";}=K(lo-lt)t-P，or lt=10(l-e-1-T'-') dt 
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where lt=attacked depth at time t， 10 = saturation attacked depth at the fixed 
temperature， K = apparent solution-rate constant for the process. Experimental 
result yields a value of 1/2 for p. 
(5). It was concluded that， in the system studied， the effective rate of attack 
was controlled by the “colonies effect" besides by the factors reported by Ward and 
Taylor1)2) for the dissolution of solid copper in liquid lead and bismuth. 
(6). The apparent solution-rate constant K， was rather complex， and it was 
difficu1t to make obvious the functional relationship of K to the temperature， 
area'Qf solid exposed and volume of mo1ten tin etc .
( 7). As a consequence of (4) in conjunction with (6)， a general巴xpressionof 
the fotm: 
lt_ e (log (1 -x)J、Itftx
lx - x 
was obtained; lx = xlo = attacked depth at any time tx， x = any fractionくし With 
this expression， general attacked depth/time relationship would be deri ved from 
the limited experimental data. 
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